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Seventh edition of this popular self-study guide for students of French. Each chapter covers a

grammar point: a part of speech (noun, verb, pronoun), a word's function in a sentence (subject,

direct, indirect object), a grammatical term (tense, conjugation, gender, agreement). Each chapter is

divided into two sections: 1. In English: grammar is explained as it related to English, anticipating

concepts necessary for French. 2. In French: grammar is explained as it related to French, with

examples and explanations of the rules applied. Points out similarities, differences, and alerts

students to pitfalls. Study tips: how to learn vocabulary, memorize verb conjugations... Available on

our website: 1. Review booklet with answer key to assess comprehension. 2. Correlations to

popular 1st-year college French textbooks indicating the pages to be read in the O&H French Study

Guide in preparation for each lesson. This self-study guide is part of the O&H Study Guide series for

students of foreign languages. Experience has shown that students using the O&H French Study

Guide improve their performance in French grammar thanks to a better understanding of English

grammar and teachers can devote more class time to developing communicative skills.
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It's about time our students had a book like this one... this new grammar is distinguished by its lucid

and contrastive presentation of the material. --The French ReviewStudents find it very useful. It

helps them because of the simplicity of approach and the comparison with English. I recommend



that book to many of my colleagues as it is a precious tool for learning French grammar and unique

in its kind. Please continue publishing it. --Marie-Andree Rivet, Douglas CollegeComments by

teachers and students:First book any student of French should buy!Fantastic!Precise, Concise,

Complete!Great tool! --.com

Jacqueline Morton, launched the O&H Study Guide series with English Grammar for Students of

French in 1979, and continues on as the editor of the series (Spanish, German, Russian, Italian,

Latin, Japanese, Arabic, Chinese, and GramÃƒÂ¡tica para estudiantes de inglÃƒÂ©s). She is a

French native, has a PhD in French from Columbia University and taught French at Columbia

College and Smith College. She went on to be the coordinator of French basic courses at Wayne

State University, Detroit, Michigan.

I just opened this book and immediately knew I would absolutely love it, as I teach students (seniors

students) who are learning basic French. Although I gave them a printout of parts of speech, this

book isa valuable addition to my teaching tools. I wish every student could be able to purchase it,

but it is too costly for people who live on social security. They have told me their grandchildren do

not learn parts of speech in English anymore in school. I was shocked! Could this be true? This

book sets forth English grammar in a clear, completely understandable way. A must for anyone

teaching grammar for students of French.

This was written by my very first teaching mentor, who taught me tons. It is an invaluable resource

for any English speaker learning French. It's especially useful if you are not sure of what grammar

terms mean in English. Don't buy it to replace a French textbook -- use it in addition to a textbook.

I got this book as a requirement for my French 1 course. It's an excellent reference guide, easy for

even someone grammar-phobic (like me) to understand. Would definitely recommend even for the

casual scholar of French.

I purchased a French lesson course, French Today, which recommended this book to help really

grasp French grammar. I refer to it frequently, especially to understand verb tenses, going from

English to French. It is worth every penny.

Our grammar is different from their grammar. This book provides the link you need to understand



what their grammar is all about. We need the side-by-side comparison. If English is all you know,

then it is your frame of reference when trying to understand how French grammar affects the

concepts you are trying to communicate. I own this book for every language I speak, and it is worth

the purchase!

This book was very helpful. I'm 45 and learning French now as my first foreign language. I really

needed this book. Thank you!

Excellent review of grammatical nuances between French and English.

Incredibly helpful! Get this if you want to learn French and especially if you are trying to learn how to

write in the language.
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